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VERSE 1
C
F
C
I hate you and you hate me
F
C
G7
C
So let‘s fight and set us free
C
F
C
From the bitterness inside
F
C
G7
C
That up to now, we‘ve learnt to hide.
BRIDGE 1
F
C G7
C
Let‘s not look into the past
F
C
G7 C
At who and what has twisted us.
C
Respect and tolerance of others
Is the way to become brothers
But dollar men‘s profits of every nation
Need conflict, fear and exploitation.

F
Now living in peace would be really healthy
But the greedy rich could not be so wealthy.
C
To beat the mighty dollar men
And their political friends
Is a fight we cannot win.
So let‘s not try. Let‘s just give in.

F
For school teaches us to be powerless
And bow down in fear to the dollar-men.
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C
G
F
G
|| Bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb :||

F
I am right and so are you
But two rights that cannot do.
C
God is the source of truth and love
Of tolerance and understanding.
He‘s on my side, not on your side
So ##### to you, ‗cos our bombs are landing.
C
G
F
G
|| Bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb :||

C
F
C
So let‘s move the circle one turn more
F
C
G7
C
Quickly towards the next war.

F
Or maybe the World will join the play
And take the living-room away.
NC
But before it does…
C
F
C
Let‘s move the circle one turn on
F
C
G7 C
On towards Armage—ed—on.

C
So come and fight and maybe die.
There‘s no time now to ask why.
I will kill your wife and friends.
You‘ll kill my wife and children.

Play: C Capo: 0 Sing: C

F
For women and children do not understand
What it means to be a man.

I hate you and you hate me
E ----------------- F
F E

C
Then the World will be a better place
For the mighty dollar men.
They‘ll build a future and profit from
The building of a brand new

Intro. Verse 1 chords
(first 2 lines)

The chord sequence for the VERSES are
the same as VERSE 1.
The chord sequence for the BRIDGES
(framed text) are the same as BRIDGE 1.

I have included the main chords with any extra notes usually written in the form S5F2 = String 5 Fret 2 - all measured
from the capo – unless stated otherwise. The ―extra‖‖ first line shows the notes sung, relative to the capo as the base
point. NC = no chord

